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Good morning   
 
Scottish Kinship Care Alliance  
Official response to national allowance  
 
Whilst we welcome the end of the “postcode lottery “  
Scottish government has discriminated against the most vulnerable age group 11-15 
year olds  
 
How in plain sight anyone can say that the same amount of financial support for a 5 
year old is the same of that needed for a 15 year old is not only in plain sight 
ridiculous but offensive as well  
 
This was done in plain sight because most 11-15 year olds are in care at home / 
kinship care / or residential care  
 
This will risk more children/teenagers being put into the  residential /secure care 
system not less when a foster carer will receive the SAME allowance for a 
child  whom being younger and in primary education will not come with the added 
traumas and problems in staying in education ,absconding , facing dilemmas in their 
identity , anger , stigma. 
  
High school is a tough setting for any child we see the highlighted escalation in 
violence . Then add to that teens who are in residential settings receiving clothing 
grants , pocket money things that equate to the eye watering £250,000 PER CHILD 
and more for residential and  secure accommodation .  
 
We know that a child /teenager who goes into secure accommodation is far more 
likely to offend after release and also be “institutionalised “ in adulthood .  
Foster carers are on record recently saying the uplift is not even in line with that of 
what the yearly inflation rate would be ! That is true the former allowance was frozen 
and there was no yearly rise in 8 years !  
 
The postcode lottery looks worse than it is only due to a small amount of local 
authorities only getting that amount . The smallest is confined toShetland only . Most 
LAs were paying for 11/15 age group the same or in some cases more only a small 
number were paying less than the £195 most were £10 under or around that figure 
except Shetland Fife and a few other most LAs with  the highest proportion of 11/15 
in care were paying MORE than the £195 . Glasgow whom has the MOST  kinship 
carers  they will receive a rise of £1 in the 11/15 rear old group an absolute disgrace 
and an open door for this age group to go into the system . 
 



We were NOT consulted on these figures at any point ! This was told to SCOT  GOV 
at a meeting on Tuesday 24th October a long with our anger which will result in 
demonstration and a petition  
 
We are extremely concerned and really disappointed that not including us the people 
on the ground Kinship Carers  that this means it was not about us .  
If KCASS was fit for purpose they would have challenged this but as they are 
adoption and foster orgs and heavily funded by Scottish Government Kinship Carers 
were  again discriminated against and their families and the most vulnerable age 
group let down by bogus figures and manufactured figures that it costs more to raise 
a child 6-11 year old . Every parent in Scotland will testify to the falsehood of that 
figure alone .  
 
This added to the fact most kinship carers are on benefits in a cost of living crisis , 
bus passes allowing absconding  all over Scotland  and violence in secondary 
schools rising . Where are scotland “ keeping the promise “ to this the MOST 
vulnerable age category ?  
 
The answer is simple this allowance was designed to appease foster carers  due to a 
severe shortage and to yet again make sure our first class care we provide KINSHIP 
remains undervalued while heavily funded NGOs are given millions to do zero on the 
ground except form expensive talking shops with ridiculous data on our most 
vulnerable .  
 
We have constantly warned that if they do not respect us they can expect us this will 
be put into action later this year when we test how Glasgow will cope by finding up to 
40 placements in one day for our 15 -17 year old without us this most certainly is not 
about us .  
 
Micheleine Kane  
Chair  
Scottish Kinship Care Alliance  
 



 



 
 


